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How does the writer use language to portray tragedy?  

How does the writer use language to portray lack of power?  

How does the writer use language to portray conflict?  

How does the writer use language to portray youth crime?  

How do I write a summary of the different  or similar things across two texts?  

How do I compare extracts from different time periods?   

How do I structure a question 5 response? Letter  

How do I structure a question 5 response? Article  

How do I structure a question 5 response? Essay  

How do I structure a question 5 response? Speech   

How do I structure a question 5 response? Leaflet 

How do I respond to exam style questions? Section A  

How do I respond to exam style questions? Section B  

Key vocabulary: 

Summarise Engaging Structure 

Evaluate Comment Analysis 

Metaphor Simile Personification 

Genre Alliteration Audience 

Synthesise Compare Emotive language 

Language Tone Implicit meaning 

Explicit meaning Inference Reference 

Big Questions:  



Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives 

The aim of this paper is to develop students’ insights into how writers have particular viewpoints and 

perspectives on issues or themes that are important to the way we think and live our lives. It will 

encourage students to demonstrate their skills by: 

 in section A, reading two linked sources from different time periods and genres in order to consider 
how each presents a perspective or viewpoint to influence the reader 

 in section B, producing a written text to a specified audience, purpose and form in which they give 
their own perspective on the theme that has been introduced to them in section A. 

 

The paper will assess in this sequence, AO1, AO2 and AO3 for reading, and AO5 and AO6 for writing.  

Section A will be allocated 40 marks, and section B will be allocated 40 marks to give an equal weighting 
to the reading and writing tasks.  

 

Content 

 
The sources for the reading questions will be non-fiction and literary non-fiction texts. They will be drawn 
from the 19th century, and either the 20th or 21st century depending on the time period assessed in 
Paper 1 in each particular series.  

The combination selected will always provide students with an opportunity to consider viewpoints and 
perspectives over time. Choice of genre will include high quality journalism, articles, reports, essays, 
travel writing, accounts, sketches, letters, diaries, autobiography and biographical passages or other 
appropriate non-fiction and literary non-fiction forms. 

In section B, there will be a single writing task related to the theme of section A. It will specify audience, 
purpose and form, and will use a range of opinions, statements and writing scenarios to provoke a 
response 

Assessment Objectives 

 AO1:identify and interpret explicit and implicit information and ideas, select and synthesise 
evidence from different texts 

 AO2: Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use language and structure to achieve effects 
and influence readers, using relevant subject terminology to support their views 

 AO3: Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives, as well as how these are conveyed, across two or 
more texts 

 AO4: Evaluate texts critically and support this with appropriate textual references 

 AO5: Communicate clearly, effectively and imaginatively, selecting and adapting tone, style and 
register for different forms, purposes and audiences. Organise information and ideas, using 
structural and grammatical features to support coherence and cohesion of texts 

 AO6: Candidates must use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, purpose and 

effect, with accurate spelling and punctuation. (This requirement must constitute 20% of the marks 

for each specification as a whole.) 

GCSE English Language Paper 2  



Mark Schemes  

Level Marks Available Question 2: Summarise differences (8) 

Level 4 

  

perceptive and 

detailed analy-

sis 

 7-8 

 

Shows perceptive synthesis and interpretation of both texts: 
Makes perceptive inferences from both texts 
Makes judicious references/use of textual detail relevant to the focus of 

the question 
Statements show perceptive differences between texts 

  

Level 3 

Clear relevant 

explanation 

5-6 

  

 

Shows clear synthesis and interpretation of both texts: 
Makes clear inferences from both texts 
Selects clear references/textual detail relevant to the focus of the ques-

tion 
Statements show clear differences between texts 

  

Level 2 

Some under-

standing  

 3-4 

  

Shows some interpretation from one/both texts: 
Attempts some inference(s) from one/both texts 
Selects some appropriate references/textual detail from one/both texts 
Statements show some difference(s) between texts 

  

Level 1 

Simple and lim-

ited under-

standing  

1-2 

  

 

Shows simple awareness from one/both texts: 
Offers paraphrase rather than inference 
Makes simple reference/textual details from one/both texts 
Statements show simple difference between texts 

Level Marks Available Question 3: Language (12) 

Level 4 

 perceptive and 

detailed analysis 

 10-12 

 

Shows detailed and perceptive understanding of language: 
Analyses the effects of the writer’s choices of language 
Selects a judicious range of textual detail 
Makes sophisticated and accurate use of subject terminology 

  

Level 3 

Clear relevant 

explanation 

7-9 

  

Shows clear understanding of language: 
Explains clearly the effects of the writer’s choices of language 
Selects a range of relevant textual detail 
Makes clear and accurate use of subject terminology 

  

Level 2 

Some under-

standing  

4-6 

 

Shows some understanding of language: 
Attempts to comment on the effect of language 
Selects some appropriate textual detail 
Makes some use of subject terminology, mainly appropriately 

  

Level 1 

Simple and lim-

ited under-

standing  

1-3 Shows simple awareness of language: 
Offers simple comment on the effect of language 
Selects simple references or textual details 
Makes simple use of subject terminology, not always appropriately 

  



Mark Schemes  

Level Marks Available Question 4: Comparison (16) 
Level 4 

  

perceptive and 

detailed analy-

13-16 Compares ideas and perspectives in a perceptive way 
Analyses how writers’ methods are used 
Selects a range of judicious supporting detail from both texts 
Shows a detailed understanding of the different ideas and perspec-

tives in both texts 
  

Level 3 

Clear relevant 

explanation 

9-12 Compares ideas and perspectives in a clear and relevant way 
Explains clearly how writers’ methods are used 
Selects relevant detail to support from both texts 
Shows a clear understanding of the different ideas and perspectives 

in both texts 
  
  

Level 2 

Some under-

standing  

5-8 Attempts to compare ideas and perspectives 
Makes some comment on how writers’ methods are used 
Selects some appropriate textual detail/references, not always sup-

porting from one or both texts 
Identifies some different ideas and perspectives 

  

Level 1 

 Simple and 

limited under-

standing  

1-4 Makes simple cross reference of ideas and perspectives 
Makes simple identification of writers’ methods 
Makes simple references/ textual details from one or both texts 
Shows simple awareness of ideas and/or perspectives 



Mark Schemes  

Level Fine 

level 

Content Organisation 

  
Level 4 
19-24 
marks 
  

Compel-

ling, Con-

vincing 

Upper 
Level 4 
22-24 

marks 

Register is convincing and compelling for 
audience 

Assuredly matched to purpose 
Extensive and ambitious vocabulary 

with sustained crafting of linguistic devic-
es 
  

Varied and inventive use of structural 
features 

Writing is compelling, incorporating 
a range of convincing and complex 
ideas 

Fluently linked paragraphs with 
seamlessly integrated discourse mark-
ers 

Lower 
Level 4 
19-21 

marks 

Register is convincingly matched to audi-
ence 

Convincingly matched to purpose 
Extensive vocabulary with conscious 

crafting of linguistic devices 
  

Varied and effective structural fea-
tures 

Writing is highly engaging with a 
range of developed complex ideas 

Consistently coherent use of para-
graphs with integrated discourse mark-
ers 

  
Level 3 
13-18 
marks 
Con-

sistent, 

Clear 

Upper 
Level 3 
16-18 

marks 

Register is consistently matched to au-
dience 

Consistently matched to purpose 
Increasingly sophisticated vocabulary 

and phrasing, chosen for effect with a 
range of successful linguistic devices 

Effective use of structural features 
Writing is engaging, using a range of 

clear connected ideas 
Coherent paragraphs with integrated 

discourse markers 

Lower 
Level 3 
13-15 

marks 

Register is generally matched to audi-
ence 

Generally matched to purpose 
Vocabulary clearly chosen for effect 

and appropriate use of linguistic devices 

Usually effective use of structural 
features 

Writing is engaging, with a range of 
connected ideas 

Usually coherent paragraphs with 
range of discourse markers 

  
  
Level 2 
7-12 
marks 
Some 

success 

Upper 
Level 2 
10-12 

marks 

  
Some sustained attempt to match reg-

ister to audience 
Some sustained attempt to match pur-

pose 
Conscious use of vocabulary with some 

use of linguistic devices 

  
Some use of structural features 
Increasing variety of linked and rele-

vant ideas 
Some use of paragraphs and some 

use of discourse markers 
  

Lower 
Level 2 
7-9 

marks 

Attempts to match register to audience 
Attempts to match purpose 
Begins to vary vocabulary with some 

use of linguistic devices 
  

Attempts to use structural features 
Some linked and relevant ideas 
Attempt to write in paragraphs with 

some discourse markers, not always 
appropriate 
  

  
Level 1 
1-6 
marks 
Simple, 

Limited 

Upper 
Level 1 
4-6 

marks 

Simple awareness of register/audience 
Simple awareness of purpose 
Simple vocabulary; simple linguistic 

devices 
  

Evidence of simple structural fea-
tures 

One or two relevant ideas, simply 
linked 

Random paragraph structure 
  

Lower 
Level 1 
1-3 

marks 

Occasional sense of audience 
Occasional sense of purpose 
Simple vocabulary 

Limited or no evidence of structural 
features 

One or two unlinked ideas 
No paragraphs 

AO5  



Mark Schemes  

AO6 

Level Marks Descriptor 

Level 4 13-16 Sentence demarcation is consistently secure and consistently accurate 
Wide range of punctuation is used with a high level of accuracy 

  
Uses a full range of appropriate sentence forms for effect 
Uses Standard English consistently and appropriately with secure control of 

complex grammatical structures 
  

High level of accuracy in spelling, including ambitious vocabulary 
Extensive and ambitious use of vocabulary 

  

Level 3 9-12 Sentence demarcation is mostly secure and mostly accurate 
Range of punctuation is used, mostly with success 

  
Uses a variety of sentence forms for effect 
Mostly uses Standard English appropriately with mostly controlled grammatical 

structures 
  

Generally accurate spelling, including complex and irregular words 
Increasingly sophisticated use of vocabulary 

  

Level 2 5-8   
Sentence demarcation is mostly secure and sometimes accurate 
Some control of a range of punctuation 

  
Attempts a variety of sentence forms 
Some use of Standard English with some control of agreement 

  
Some accurate spelling of more complex words 
Varied use of vocabulary 

  

Level 1 1-4   
Occasional use of sentence demarcation 
Some evidence of conscious punctuation 

  
Simple range of sentence forms 
Occasional use of Standard English with limited control of agreement 

  
Accurate basic spelling 
Simple use of vocabulary 



GCSE English Language Paper 2:  Writers’ Viewpoints and 

Perspectives 

 

On this paper you are tested on two things: reading one non-fiction text and one        literary non-fiction 

text and writing to present a viewpoint. The exam is an hour and forty-five minutes long and is worth 50% 

of your overall GCSE in English Language.  

The sources for the reading questions will be non-fiction and literary non-fiction texts. They will be drawn 

from the 19th century, and either the 20th or 21st century             depending on the time period assessed 

in Paper 1 in each particular series. The        combination selected will always provide students with an 

opportunity to consider viewpoints and perspectives over time. Choice of genre will include high quality        

journalism, articles, reports, essays, travel writing, accounts, sketches, letters, diaries, autobiography and 

biographical passages or other appropriate non-fiction and literary non-fiction forms.  

In section B, there will be a single writing task related to the theme of section A. It will specify audience, 

purpose and form, and will use a range of opinions, statements and writing scenarios to provoke a 

response.  



GCSE English Language Paper 2:  Writers’ Viewpoints and 

Perspectives 

 

The aim of this paper is to develop your insights into how writers have particular viewpoints and        

perspectives on issues or themes that are important to the way we think and live our lives. It will        

encourage you to demonstrate your skills by:  

 in section A, reading two linked sources from different time periods and genres in order to          

consider how each presents a perspective or viewpoint to influence the reader  

 in section B, producing a written text to a specified audience, purpose and form in which you give 

your own perspective on the theme that has been introduced to you in section A. The paper will 

assess in this sequence, AO1, AO2 and AO3 for   reading, and AO5 and AO6 for writing.  

Section A will be allocated 40 marks, and section B will be allocated 40 marks to give an equal weighting 

to the reading and writing tasks.  

Question Example Key word What it is testing Marks available 

1 Choose four        state-

ments which are true 

CHOOSE Your ability to read and             un-

derstand key information in a text 

and identify true/false    statements 

about the text. 

4 

2 Use details from both 

sources to summarise 

similarities or     differ-

ences between the two 

texts. 

SUMMARISE The mark scheme requires you to 

demonstrate that you can make in-

ferences in relation to the  question 

focus. You need to    select textual 

references to     support inferences 

8 

3 How does the writer (of 

one of the texts) use 

language to….? 

LANGUAGE Your ability to analyse the       writ-

er’s use of language and the effect 

on the reader (think about Paper 1, 

question two). 

12 

4 For this question, you 

need to refer to the 

whole of source A to-

gether with the whole 

of source B.  

 Compare how the writ-

ers have           conveyed 

their   different views 

and experiences of... 

SYNTHESISE 

 

COMPARE 

 

METHODS 

 

You must identify the              view-

points in each text 

• You must consider the           simi-

larities/differences in the viewpoints 

expressed 

• You must explore the ways   writ-

ers use methods to convey these 

viewpoints 

• Textual references should be used 

to support your response 

16 



Question 2  

Exemplar Response 8/8  



Question 3 

Exemplar Response 12/12 



Question 4 

Exemplar Response 16/16 





Question 5 

Exemplar Response 36/40 







Homework 

The tasks below represent only part of what you can do to enhance and develop your understanding of 

the text.  

Knowledge is power, so the more you know, the more secure you will be in your learning.  



Homework 



Homework 

Q2.  

You need to refer to Source A and Source B for this question.  

Both Sources give details about the places where the events occur.  

Use details from both Sources to write a summary of the differences between Aberfan and Lon-

don.  

[8 marks]  

 

Q3. 

You now need to refer only to Source A from lines 27 to 40.  

How does the writer use language to describe the coal tips?  

[12 marks]  



Homework 

Q4. 

For this question, you need to refer to the whole of Source A, together with the whole of 

Source B.  

Compare how the writers convey their different ideas and perspectives of the events that they 

describe.  

  In your answer, you could:  

 compare their different ideas and perspectives  

 compare the methods they use to convey their ideas and perspectives  

 support your response with references to both texts.  

[16 marks]  

 

Q5. 

Section B: Writing  

You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this section.  

Write in full sentences.  

You are reminded of the need to plan your answer.  

You should leave enough time to check your work at the end.  

  

 ‘Floods, earthquakes, hurricanes and landslides – we see more and more reports of en-

vironmental disasters affecting the world and its people every day.’  

  

Write the text of a speech for a debate at your school or college in which you     persuade 

young people to take more responsibility for protecting the environment.   

(24 marks for content and organisation 16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks]  

 

 



Homework 

Additional Writing task  

(In your exam you will only get one)  

Section B: Writing  

You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this section.  

Write in full sentences.  

You are reminded of the need to plan your answer.  

You should leave enough time to check your work at the end.  

  

 ‘Festivals and fairs should be banned. They encourage bad behaviour and are      disrup-

tive to local communities.’  

  

Write a letter to your local newspaper in which you argue for or against this statement.  

(24 marks for content and organisation 16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks 



Question 3 

Speculative comments on how ‘the reader’ might respond are less helpful than specific references to the 

effects within the context of the source material.  

The best level 4 responses often included perceptive comments which took a conceptualised approach 

to the language chosen by the writer and discussed those choices within a framework of ‘big ideas’.  

These ‘big ideas’ are a feature of quality non-fiction texts, and encouraging students to identify and    

explore them in as wide a range of texts as possible is one of the pleasures of teaching English.  It also 

prepares students well for an assessment involving unseen texts and is a valuable asset in responding to 

all questions, bar question 1.   

Question 4 

The precise words in the question may vary according to the content of the sources, and teachers should 

advise students that this may be the case and to be guided by them in their response. 

 Question 4 builds on the inferential understanding and synthesis of ideas required by question 2 (the 

‘what’), and the exploration of language methods required by question 3 (the ‘how’).  There are still 

some students who do not address the ‘how’ in this question, and their marks are reduced as a result.  

Teachers are reminded once again that exploring the methods used by the writers is an integral and   

necessary strand and students should be prepared for this requirement. 

 

Question 1 

Question 2 

Examination Report—June 2019  



Examination Report—June 2019  

Question 5 

What characterised the best of these responses was the ability to engage with the ‘big ideas’: politics, 

economics, gender, aesthetics, class, morality, psychology, even philosophy.  Students who were confi-

dent and familiar with these ideas were able to frame their own perspectives in this larger context and 

thereby enhance the quality of their argument. 

The structure of arguments showed some signs of improvement, with fewer students      linking random 

ideas in a simple series of un-sequenced points.  This is still an area for teachers to address, however, with 

greater attention to the use of paragraph links and      discourse markers likely to have an impact on the 

overall quality of the argument.             The clarity, or otherwise, of the argument is the first and most im-

portant judgement made by the examiner and determines the overall level awarded, followed by a de-

tailed assessment of the individual skills in evidence.  

Another area where teaching has clearly had an impact is in the level of vocabulary seen in many respons-

es.  At its best, the rise in more complex and sophisticated vocabulary         enhances and enriches the stu-

dent’s response; at its worst, the result is counter-productive.  Ideas, and an argument which might have 

been judged clear, risk being swamped by the imprecise use of an inappropriate selection of vocabulary.  

The words themselves obfuscate the meaning and all clarity is lost.  Whilst there is no desire to inhibit a 

student’s ambition in using more complex words, it is worth reminding teachers that vocabulary must be      

broadened in a contextualised way if it is to have the desired effect in the exam.  

Technical aspects  

In terms of technical accuracy, students continue to demonstrate the same strengths and weaknesses.  

Sentence demarcation is usually secure for the majority of students, and there was evidence of a high 

proportion of students who appeared confident in using a wider range of punctuation marks.  Semi-

colons and colons are still more frequently used incorrectly than correctly, but commas, question marks, 

exclamation marks and speech marks are more commonly accurate.  It may well be that teachers are 

heeding the advice offered in last year’s feedback sessions that increasing the variety of sentence forms is 

doubly     beneficial: students gain credit for using a variety of sentence forms, ideally for effect, and in so 

doing they necessitate the need for a wider range of punctuation marks which they are also rewarded for 

using.   

Spelling varies as would be expected across a cohort of students of this size.  Agreement continues to be 

an issue for students working at the lower end of the ability range.       Teachers are only too well aware 

that improvement in these two areas is hard to achieve, but the boundary between level 2 and level 3 for 

AO6 (Technical Accuracy) is the difference between the keywords ‘some’ and ‘mostly’.  If students are 

able to control their subject/verb/pronoun/agreement some of the time, then they are in a promising po-

sition to ensure that they can control it most of the time. One possible way for students to achieve this 

level of accuracy in spelling and syntax is simply to write less and control what they write more carefully.   



This unit is all about your ability to read for meaning. Make sure you are reading a wide range of Non-

Fiction, starting with newspapers.  

The following links will take you to the comment/features pages of the Guardian and The Independent.  

The Guardian = https://www.theguardian.com/uk/commentisfree  

The Independent = https://www.independent.co.uk/voices   

 

The following books are collections of non fiction from a variety of contributors and on a variety of topics.  

 Essays (George Orwell)  

 Gotta Get Theroux This: My life and strange times in television (Louis Theroux)  

 The Pilgrim Edition of the Letters of Charles Dickens: Volume 1. (Charles Dickens)  

 My Folks Don't Want Me To Talk About Slavery: Personal Accounts of Slavery in North 

Carolina ( Variety of contributors put together by Belinda Hurmence)  

 I Am Malala: How One Girl Stood Up for Education and Changed the World (Malala 

Yousafzai) 

 The Diary of a Young Girl (Anne Frank)  

 Feminists Don't Wear Pink (and other lies) (Variety of contributors put together by Scarlett 

Curtis) 

 The Oxford Book of Essays (Variety of contributors put together by John Gross) 

 The Mammoth Book of Storms, Shipwrecks and Sea Disasters: Over 40 First-Hand Accounts 

of Peril on the High Seas, from the Wreck of the Medusa to the Perfect Storm (Variety of 

contributors put together by Richard Russel Lawrence)  

Wider Reading 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/commentisfree
https://www.independent.co.uk/voices
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mammoth-Book-Storms-Shipwrecks-Disasters/dp/0786714689/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=first+hand+account+of+natural+disasters&qid=1593524374&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Mammoth-Book-Storms-Shipwrecks-Disasters/dp/0786714689/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=first+hand+account+of+natural+disasters&qid=1593524374&s=books&sr=1-1

